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ABSTRACT 
 

Throughout this thesis project I examine the geopolitical context(s) of the 

photographs featured in Martha Rosler's 'In the Place of the Public Airport Series' (1983) 

and Allan Sekula's series, 'Sketch on a Geography Lesson' (1982). I investigate the 

manner in which they question the legitimacy of the genre of documentary photography 

within the post-modern age by emphasizing the documentation of an actual physical 

place, presenting an alternative to the post-modern notion of photograph merely as 

another component of simulacra, or the intentional creation of an image without meaning 

or origin. By looking at photographs that Rosler and Sekula made during the burgeoning 

stages of post-modern theory, presents a broader interpretation of the development of 

Marxist documentary photography from the early 1980's to today. One way in which I 

dialogue with the discourse surrounding documentary photography in the 1980's is to 

focus on Rosler's and Sekula's intentional choice of material that emphasizes the political 

dialogue rather than concepts that are abstract and maintain no reference to real life. 

Furthermore, the period of the 1980's is considered a point in contemporary art history 

when the political fervor of the 1960's and early 1970's diminished greatly. Departing 

from this trend, Rosler's and Sekula's work continues to address political ideas throughout 

the 1980's, creating a bridge to today's photographers, such as Edward Burtynsky and 

Andreas Gursky who consider aesthetics from a socio-political perspective. 
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INTRODUCTION 

FICTION AND FACTOGRAPHY: RE-EVALUATING SOCIAL-
DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY THROUGH THE PHOTOGRAPHIC 

SERIES OF ALLAN SEKULA AND MARTHA ROSLER 
 

Since the birth of photography in the 19th century, photographic discourse has 

focused on the fact-recording abilities of the camera to accurately convey details of the 

surrounding world through images. The early 20th century philosopher and social theorist 

Walter Benjamin wrote his monumental essay, “The Work of Art in the Age of 

Mechanical Reproduction” (1936), in which he discussed the effects of industrialism on 

human creativity and focused heavily on the birth of the camera and its inclusion within 

the fine arts field. Benjamin questions, “The camera… on the one hand extends our 

comprehension of the necessities that rule our lives; on the other, it manages to assure us 

of an immense and unexpected field of action.”1 For Benjamin, the emergence of 

photography in the modern world points out, through images, details often overlooked in 

everyday life, while simultaneously exposing the possibilities of new horizons—both 

intellectual and physical—which have never been imagined. In the context of social-

documentary photography the “immense and unexpected field of action” that he describes 

can open the eyes of the viewer both to the injustice(s) and the many progressive 

opportunities that the post-industrial world creates.  

As photography developed during the post-world war II period, social 

documentary photographers such as Alan Sekula and Martha Rosler expand on the 

“immense and unexpected field of action” that Benjamin credits the camera with opening 

                                                      
1 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in Illuminations: 

Essays and Reflections, ed. Hannah Ardent, trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Random House, 1988), 219. 
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up to the viewer. Working throughout the 1980s when postmodern theories upheld 

notions of photography as merely another component of simulacra, or the intentional 

creation of an image without meaning or origin, Rosler and Sekula critique capitalism, 

document images of the under-privileged or overlooked, and present lower class factory 

workers within the context of their everyday lives. Questions surrounding the increase in 

consumerism in the post-world war II era and the distance of the worker from the final 

product of his or her labor with new changes in the assembly line model era are 

significant to Sekula’s and Rosler’s conceptual framework. In order to show the differing 

effects of pre-war and post-war industrialism, they operate under a distinct aesthetic 

approach derived from earlier 20th century social documentary photographers such as 

Lewis W. Hine and Jacob Riis, who began the practice in America, while still 

maintaining a connection to the roots of socio-political documentary photography. By 

creating series that focus on the lives of the lower social classes, such as factory 

employees leaving work at the end of the day in Sekula’s series of twenty-five images in 

Untitled Slide Sequence, 1972 (figs. 1, 2, 3)2 or broken bottles left by homeless alcoholics 

in Rosler’s The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems, 1974-75 (figs. 4, 5, 6), 

they urge the viewer to examine the socio-political context of the images rather than 

abstract concepts or a fictitious place.  

Through a visual analysis comparing Sekula’s and Rosler’s images with examples 

from Hine and Riis, I demonstrate how Sekula’s and Rosler’s work maintains this theme 

into the post-world war II period. Sekula’s and Rosler’s work share subject matter with 

Hine’s and Riis’s series documenting the homeless, immigrants, and lower class factory 

workers, and by doing so they sustain an interest in using documentary photography to 
                                                      

2 Descriptive titles are given to each individual image to clarify for the reader 
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promote social change. However, it is the degree of change or the manner it occurs that 

differentiates Sekula’s and Rosler’s photographs from those working in social 

documentary photography in the early 20th century shortly after the industrial revolution. 

The differences between pre-world war I and post-world war II documentary 

photography are discussed through images of workers and lower class neighborhoods to 

consider how the role of the worker and work models changed during these two periods. 

Based on the manner in which Sekula’s and Rosler’s work departs from the aesthetics of 

the early 20th century, one can see how their compositions focus on a distanced 

perspective from the subjects in the arrangement of their socio-political documentary 

series. This is quite different from earlier intimate portraits of the worker by Hine and 

Riis. Highlighting how Sekula and Rosler fit into a trajectory of social documentary 

photography sets up a framework to discuss the significance of their allusions to real-life 

socio-political issues in their early post-world war II and postmodern work. 

One way to fight social injustice is through fine art that associates photographic 

images to real life. Photography is unique to the fine arts particularly because it has the 

ability to capture acute details without the buffer of the artist’s hand. The ability to 

capture one specific moment frozen in time also differentiates photography from other 

mediums in that video and film focus on recording sequences of extended moments.  As 

we are now in the postmodern or post-postmodern age and it is over a century after the 

birth of photography and Benjamin’s observations, there are new concerns regarding the 

mechanization of art that are particularly relevant to the genre of documentary 

photography. In looking at the images from both the pre-war and post-war periods I aim 

to draw out the de-emphasis on recording an actual physical place in documentary 
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photography—one that has occurred in photography from the second half of the twentieth 

century. This particular trend is attributed to the paradigm shift to postmodernism and the 

interest in art as simulacra. I propose that there is contemporary photographic art that 

engages in the socio-political sentiments of earlier photographic pioneers such as Riis and 

Hine: Rosler and Sekula are examples, as are Andreas Gursky and Edward Burtynsky, 

who consider aesthetics from a socio-political perspective. Gursky and Burtynsky are 

both post-world war II photographers, but they differ from the postmodern agenda in that 

they adjust their aesthetic approach to the current place and time by capturing people and 

settings that maintain a recognizable link to real life. Comparing artists from the early 

20th century, the post-world war II period, and today aids in revealing the importance of 

political dialogue created through images that emphasize the reality of the context(s) and 

the changes that have been made in approaching this field in the post-war era. Rosler’s 

and Sekula’s style and composition, aesthetically and conceptually, act as models for how 

to engage socio-political issues in documentary photography, and I argue for its relevance 

within contemporary photographic discourse. 

The 1980s are considered a period in contemporary art history when the political 

fervor of the 1960s and early 1970s diminished greatly. Departing from this trend, 

Rosler’s and Sekula’s documentary work continues to address political ideas throughout 

the 1980s, creating a bridge to today’s photographers like Burtynsky and Gursky. 

Throughout my thesis I investigate the manner in which Rosler and Sekula question the 

legitimacy of documentary photography within the postmodern age and focus on how art 

embedded in socio-political critique is still relevant today. Through visually analyzing 

and comparing the geopolitical context of the photographs featured in Rosler’s In the 
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Place of the Public Airport Series (1983) and Sekula’s Sketch on a Geography Lesson, 

(1982) I examine each photographer’s work from the burgeoning stages of postmodern 

theory and draw a association between the early stages of documentary photograph to the 

contemporary. It is Sekula’s and Rosler’s work that serves as the bridge between the two.
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CHAPTER 1 

A LOOK AT THE SOCIO-POLITICAL AESTHETICS OF SEKULA’S EARLY 70’S 
SERIES, UNTITLED SLIDE SEQUENCE  

 
Because Sekula’s photographic series creates dialogue surrounding people and 

places in connection to social class and their relationship to global commerce, his 

contemporary, the October journal contributor Benjamin Buchloh, describes the work as 

a form of critical realism or “factographic” approach to photography.3 In utilizing 

factography, the photographer seeks to record details about an event or setting but urges 

the “facts” to be questioned by the unique perspective of the viewer. For example, in 

Untitled Slide Sequence, 1972, Sekula intentionally offers an ambiguous description of 

the place, time, and people pictured by leaving the title and setting both anonymous (fig. 

1). Visually, Sekula obscures the aesthetic composition of this series by making 

“portraits” that seems spontaneous and almost voyeuristic instead of poised. This gives 

the viewer an opportunity to recall his or her own encounters with factories and factory 

workers instead of limiting the discussion to one specific place and time. By 

concentrating on a series instead of single image Sekula lends a didactic quality to his 

work and also differentiates his perspective from earlier 20th century documentary 

photographers. He expands the conversation so that the viewer may continue to consider 

the significance of his images beyond viewing them in an exhibition environment.  

                                                      
3
 Ian Chilvers and John Glaves-Smith, A Dictionary of Modern and Contemporary Art, s.v. 

“October,” (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012). October is a journal that was founded in 1976 by a 
number of American Critics including Rosalind Krauss. Oxford reference describes it as being, “intended to 
convey political radicalism, referring especially to the legacy of the post-revolutionary Soviet avant-garde.” 
The use of my reliance on academic articles from October founders, such as Buchloh and Krauss, 
developed American perspectives on art criticism from Marxist and Feminist Art Theory. 
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Sekula describes his approach to documentary photography in an article entitled, 

“Dismantling Modernism, Reinventing Documentary (Notes on the Politics of 

Representation)” in which he denotes photographs as “common cultural artifacts.”4 He 

describes images as either being connected to “common cultural artifacts” in the realm of 

billboard advertisements and newspapers or “privileged objects,” which he associates 

with the framed photographs or paintings on pristine white gallery walls. Roland Barthes 

also challenged traditional norms in art and philosophy in his deconstructionist theories in 

the 1950s and 1960s. Barthes encouraged the viewer or reader to become an active 

participant in the interpretation of art or text instead of remaining a passive recipient. 

Barthes was literary critic who was also working in the post-world war II era. He is best 

known for the “the death of the author” concept in which he “deconstructed” the concept 

of a grand narrative by breaking down barriers between the author and the reader.5 For 

Barthes, the author should act more like a play director encouraging the reader to 

improvise and add to the script. Sekula seeks to use a deconstructivist critical eye by 

literally and metaphorically removing the frame surrounding the photographic image and 

directing the viewer towards the socio-political interpretation of his images. Moreover he 

views the use of multiple images within a series accompanied with texts on the wall as a 

way to describe the context of the images, which breaks apart the frame surrounding the 

conventional single photograph. He expresses that in pursuit of socio-political critique, 

documentary photographers use text to “anchor, contradict, reinforce, subvert, 

                                                      

               4Allan Sekula, “Dismantling Modernism, Reinventing Documentary (Notes on the Politics of 
Representation),” in Photography & Current Perspectives (Rochester: Light Impressions, 1978), 866. 
 

5
 Roland Barthes, “The Death of the Author” in The Rustle of Language, trans. Richard Howard 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 49-54. 
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complement, or go beyond the meanings offered by the images themselves.”6 Although 

text may appear to limit the interpretation of a photograph, Sekula decides to do so in 

order to guide the viewers’ focus to his specific socio-political agenda. 

 One manner in which Sekula includes the viewer in the interpretation of the socio-

political interpretation of the photographic images is by focusing on scenes that are 

common to everyday life utilizing an aesthetic approach of straight photography. An 

early example in Sekula’s career that showed how he photographed images of a variety of 

social classes “particularly considering labor in the post-war era” is Untitled Slide 

Sequence. This series is composed of twenty-five images taken on February 17, 1972, of 

employees leaving General Dynamics Corporation, Conair Division Aerospace Factory in 

San Diego, California at the end of their shifts. The General Dynamics Corporation has 

several factories in the U.S., and is a conglomerate of corporations that is regularly 

received by the Department of U.S. Defense especially during the Cold War.7 This 

particular series is shot from above as Sekula photographs the images from a landing 

while looking down at workers who ascend stairs. As is shown in fig. 1, the employees 

are wearing identification badges, but the perspective is distanced so that their names 

remain blurry and unidentifiable to the viewer. In emphasizing the anonymity of the 

worker, Sekula allows the viewer to consider the face of an individual in the context of a 

large anonymous corporate environment and implies to the viewer that a gap exists 

between the final product and the tasks laborers are completing in post-industrial society. 

With the intent that the viewer might be compelled to continue the dialogue, Sekula has 

                                                      
6Sekula, “Dismantling Modernism,” 866. 
7 The Oxford Essential Dictionary of the U.S. Military, (Berkely: Berkely Books, 2001), s.v. 

“General Dynamics Corporation." 
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started connecting labor and factory conditions in the post-world war II period to 

capitalism.  

Although Sekula’s series focuses on the namelessness of the subjects in his 

photographs, his images still posit an intimate portrait of the rapid exodus of employees 

from a factory at the end of the day, transitioning into their lives outside the work 

environment. The twenty-five images included in the series Untitled Slide Sequence 

feature individual workers as they exit the factory environment, such as the man holding 

a lunchbox who is removing his identification badge as he walks away from the building 

and the employee who happens to look up and gaze directly into the camera, creating a 

connection between Sekula and ultimately the viewers of the photos of the photographs. 

These small details are important to Sekula’s overall project in that he physically displays 

the worker separating himself from the working environment and, therefore, becoming an 

individual apart from labor. By creating a series of photographs with slight alterations 

and by focusing on the sequential nature of photographs taken rapidly over a short period 

of time, Sekula’s composition of Untitled Slide Sequence bears a resemblance to 

cinematography. The utilization of a series of images taken over a relatively short time 

period is one way in which Sekula may open up dialogue with the viewer regarding the 

real life context of the image on an everyday basis rather than through one single isolated 

moment focusing on issues of duration and temporality. 

Sekula describes this implication of the cinematographic vision in his series in an 

interview with Benjamin Buchloh in which he discusses his earlier work from 1972-73, 

he explains that, “This disassembled movie would in this case function as an extended 
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portrait.”8 The worker is the particular portrait that Sekula captures in Untitled Slide 

Sequence. By looking at the subject outside of one precise moment and including several 

images in a series, it invites the viewer into the daily life of Sekula’s subjects and creates 

a better understanding of the context in which the image is placed. In an article in Frieze 

art magazine, Sekula’s work is compared to earlier examples in documentary 

photography such as Lewis Hine and Paul Strand, to emphasize his association with the 

history of social documentary photography and toidentify how he has contributed to 

changing the genre in the post-world war II period. The article states, “To avoid the 

pictorialism of early documentary photography Sekula explores various sequencing 

techniques. In Untitled Slide Sequence workers leaving their workplace are shown as if 

they are in a succession of movie frames.”9 The cinematic affect that Sekula creates 

through a photographic series gives the viewer a window into the daily lives of the 

workers over a period of time instead of just one moment. In order to emphasize the 

socio-political context of Sekula’s photographs during the post-world war II period I 

compare his work to that of another earlier 20th century documentary photographer, 

Lewis Hine, whose work focused on individuals in factory environments.  In accentuating 

the cinematic perspective as opposed to a single snapshot of labor, such as the early 

example of the Russian Steel Workers, Homestead, Pa (1908) by Hine, Sekula adapts his 

work to a post-war context where there is a proliferation of fine art images and 

advertisements that fill the modern consciousness (fig. 7). 

                                                      

            8 Benjamin Buchloh, “Allan Sekula and Benjamin H.D. Buchloh: Conversation,” in Allan Sekula: 
Performance Under Working Conditions (Vienna: Hatje Cantz Verlang and Generali Foundation, 2003), 5. 

 
9 Manfred Hermes, “Allan Sekula,” Frieze Magazine, issue 78, (October 2003). 
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Documenting the Worker: A Look at Factory Images from Lewis Hine and Allan 
Sekula 

 
In a significant early contribution to socio-documentary photography, Lewis W. 

Hine developed his approach to documentary photography as an attempt to improve the 

conditions of child factory workers. Hine studied Sociology at the University of Chicago 

and New York University. As a photographer, he continued his interest in human social 

conditions by using the camera as a tool for challenging child labor laws. Although Hine 

fervently fought for the reform of unfair child labor practices in the early 20th century, he 

was less inclined to offer social critique about the practices of adult factory workers. One 

example is his photograph Russian Steel Workers (fig. 7), from Homestead, PA, which is 

a portrait of steel workers outside of Pittsburgh commissioned by the National Labor 

Committee. Unlike Sekula’s Untitled Slide Sequence, which focuses on specific 

individuals within a group, Hine composed a collective group portrait. Russian Steel 

Workers is intended to be a portrayal of the pride and sense of achievement of manual 

labor, whereas in images like the Spinner Girl, 1908, he concentrates on the injustice of 

child labor practices juxtaposing the child beside the danger of the ominous factory 

equipment (fig. 8). Although Hine’s group portrait showcases subjects from a lower 

social class, as is made evident by their worn wrinkled clothing and dirt smudged faces, it 

does not imply that their entire identity is associated with their place of employment. It is 

only in the reading of the title Russian Steel Workers does the viewer understand that the 

group is bound by both by labor and by their collective cultural identity.  

In order to understand the differences between Sekula’s photographic 

documentation of laborers in the post-world war II period and Hine’s images from the 

early 20th century the historical changes in models of labor must first be considered. In 
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the early 20th century labor was modeled around the skill of the worker; the introduction 

of the assembly line deskilled the worker and fashioned the tasks of a farmer, carpenter, 

or artisan, after machinery. The assembly line traces back to the ideas of the American 

productivity engineer Frederick Winslow Taylor who wrote a text called The Principles 

of Scientific Management (1911).10 According to The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern 

World, “Taylor determined in minute detail only those motions essential to the 

completion of a defined work task. His innovation deprived laborers of a thinking role in 

production. Under Taylorism, craftsmen and artisans declined as the making of 

commodities became homogenized.”
11

 One of the major contributing factors from the 

shift of manual labor to the assembly line model is the use of moving conveyor belts and 

the utilization of large-scale machines particularly in automobile factories such as the 

Henry Ford Corporation. Fordism, or the increase in capital production associated with 

the American automobile boom in the 1930s, is a term that prominent Italian Marxist 

Antonio Gramsci has associated with the new assembly line model.12 Furthermore this 

background information regarding the changes in models of productivity ultimately 

reflects upon the emphasis on capitalist consumerism in American culture. The post-

world war II perspective of the factory environment that Sekula comments on in his work 

is dialoguing with not only the change in models of productivity but also the ideological 

frameworks that support and enable those models such as 20th century capitalism. 

Although Sekula’s images do not focus on the anguish of physical labor in 

factories, his documentation of workers in their place of employment still creates critical 

                                                      
10.Caryn E. Neumann, The Oxford Encyclopedia of Modern World, ed. Peter N. Stearns (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2008), s.v. "Assembly Line." 
11 Ibid. 
12 The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Politics, ed. Iain McLean and Alistair McMillan, s.v. 

"Fordism" (Oxford: Oxford University Press 2009). 
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dialogue surrounding labor and the identity of the worker in the post-world war II period. 

One image in particular in Untitled Slide Sequence, 1972, shows a close up shot of a man 

with a placid look on his face, as he appears to avoid the gaze of the camera (fig. 3). 

Although another interpretation of this image could possibly be that he was caught off 

guard and unaware that Sekula was photographing him, through the intimate perspective 

of a close-up shot, Sekula poses the question to viewers of what the subject might be 

contemplating as these workers exit the building. The intentional decision to capture the 

workers in Untitled Slide Sequence as they exit the building rather than in the factory 

environment reinforces Sekula’s perspective that the images focus on the lives of the 

human beings working in the factories rather than what they are producing. As the 

emphasis on physical labor decreased in factories with advancements in technology, 

particularly during the latter half of the 20th century, the worker faced psychological 

frustration more often than physical weariness. This trend is not only a part of post-world 

war II period but also something that began with Ford assembly line model after World 

War I.  

Although the methodical tasks performed in an assembly line fashion were 

physically tiresome, the identity of the worker in the early 20th century differs from the 

isolation of the assembly line factory worker today. This difference is in part caused by 

how the new version of the assembly line disconnects workers from the products being 

produced unlike, the case of the Russian Steel Workers who manufactured goods for 

buildings and railroads. Historian Peter Seixas in his article on Hine “From ‘Social’ to 

‘Interpretive’ Photographer” describes the living and working conditions particularly of 

the immigrants in the Steel Mill images outside of Pittsburg such as the Russian Steel 
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Workers from Homestead, PA. Seixas expounds upon how immigration was affecting 

labor in the early 20th century. He states that the difficulties of securing work for 

immigrants and the poor living and working conditions that they faced caused them to 

rely on uniting with those who shared their particular cultural background.13 In contrast 

the post-world war II assembly line factory model does not allow for as much variance of 

tasks or problem solving with others when one is only responsible for completing one 

highly specific repetitive motion.14 Sekula questions the psychological condition of the 

worker through his distanced perspective of the factory workers as they quite possibly 

avoid the gaze of the camera. One might assume he is encouraging the viewer to consider 

the lives of these individuals apart from their identity as laborers. 

 Hine’s image also focuses on individuals within a group by emphasizing their 

cultural identity and the pride of the collective rather than the isolation of individuals. 

Hine’s composition differs from Sekula’s in his use of the close-up perspective for the 

steel workers rather than the aerial perspective that distances the viewer from the General 

Dynamics factory employees.  Several images within Sekula’s series catch close up 

glimpses of the faces of individuals that look up from the flowing crowd exiting the 

building. While he emphasizes their isolation as anonymous individuals to the viewer 

through the Untitled Slide Sequence, he also points to their separation from each other as 

co-workers. Throughout this series, Sekula’s focus was not on collective unity created by 

shared work as it is displayed in Hine’s Russian Steel Workers portrait. Rather, his 

photographs are more concerned with individuals leaving work and removing themselves 

from that community. The difference in approach to document workers that Hine takes 

                                                      
13Peter Seixas, “From Social to ‘Interpretive’ Photographer,” in American Quarterly, vol. 39, no 

39 (Autumn, 1987), 384. 
14Ibid. 
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from Sekula is reinforced by Seixas in saying, “His subjects were typically posed facing 

the camera, head and shoulders framed by the photograph’s edges. Thus captured apart 

from the context of the work, they were identified as works only by their clothing and by 

the captions.”15 The title of both Sekula’s and Hine’s images indicates their placement 

within different decades of the 20th century. Hine’s title focuses on the workers’ 

collective pride both culturally as Russians and in their positions as steel workers in 

Homestead, PA.16 Although the immigrant worker lifestyle was undoubtedly one of low 

wages and hard labor, there is a sense of camaraderie between these workers as they 

place hands on each other’s shoulders, smile with ease, and intentionally gaze at the 

camera.  

Moreover, comparing the work of Hine, an early example of an influential socio-

political documentary to examples of images by Sekula, not only shows a change in style 

from the first half of the 20th century to the post- world war II period, but also a change in 

the factory environment and the overall condition of the laborer. What we learn from a 

comparison of these two examples is that labor conditions have transformed and we are 

now living in a society that isolates the individual, making him or her more a part within 

a large machine of production than a human being.17 Sekula contextualizes his images to 

fit post-world war II photography and art. In that he draws from early examples of 

documentary photography and adapts his aesthetic approach to fit his current context 

                                                      
15 Seixas, 386. 
16 Seixas describes how Homestead, Pa was a town that was known for riots in the Steel Mills 

particularly during the time Hine was photographing the images but he was instructed not to isolate the 
riots leaders in the image but particularly show their unity as workers. Ibid. 

17
 Post-Fordism is the term used to described as,” An approach to work organization that relies on 

flexibility, adaptation, and innovation whereas Fordism was oriented towards mass production and mass 
consumption of standardized goods.” Edmund Heery and Mike Noon,  A Dictionary of Human Resource 
Management, s.v."post-Fordism"  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008). 
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without compromising the emphasis on the socio-political component within the genre of 

documentary photography. 

Observation and Alienation in the Modern World: The Documentarian Perspective 
in Martha Rosler’s The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems 

 
Creating political dialogue surrounding the isolation of modern life through the 

medium of photography is also an important component of the conceptual elements of 

Martha Rosler’s compositions. Similar to Sekula’s compositional objectives in Untitled 

Slide Sequence, Rosler lends an air of ambiguity to her photographs. She articulates, 

“(Bertolt) Brecht’s Lehrstucke influenced me. I get to pose the questions, but I feel it 

would be self-defeating for me to also generate the answer.”18 Rosler is referring to 

Brecht’s play Lehrstucke specifically because he revolutionized theater by breaking apart 

any division between actor and audience. The audience actively edited the script through 

improvisation associated with creating the plot rather than acting as passive observers.19 

She also explains that, “It is very likely that the answer you generate will be a better 

answer than my answer.”20 Rosler’s and Sekula’s works also pose questions to the viewer 

regarding particular social or political situations without necessarily giving the entire 

description of the image to the viewer. Sekula describes Rosler’s The Bowery in Two 

Inadequate Descriptive Systems, 1974-1975 (fig. 4, 5, 6) series: “The title not only raises 

the question of representation, but suggests its fundamentally flawed, distorted character. 

The object of the work, its indication, is not the Bowery per se, but the “Bowery” as a 

                                                      
18  Benjamin Buchloh, “Benjamin Buchloh: A Conversation with Martha Rosler,” in Martha 

Rosler: Positions in the Life World (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1998), 33. 
19 Tony Calabro, Bertolt Brecht and the Art of Dissemblance (Farmville, VA: Longwood 

Academic, 1990), 12-13.  
20 Buchloh, “Benjamin Buchloh: A Conversation with Martha Rosler,” 34. 
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socially mediated, ideological construction.”21 Concentrating on photographing the 

Bowery neighborhood, as Sekula describes, is not the most important component to 

Rosler’s series. Rather, the Bowery series is a symbol of the problem of homelessness in 

American cities. The Bowery presents a different side of New York City, one of the 

largest and wealthiest cities in the US, in order to consider the causes surrounding the 

large gap between the rich and the poor within the larger global context. 

Rosler created The Bowery series during the beginning of her career as a 

documentary photographer. Rosler comments on social issues without including human 

subjects in her photographs, and intentionally documents discarded cultural artifacts and 

barren street corners. One image featured in the series shows a sidewalk scene of black 

and white contrasting light casting a dark shadow on an empty bottle of liquor on a street 

corner next to a water pipe. The sign, placed directly above the empty liquor bottle, reads, 

“Get a Full 5% on your completed Christmas or Hanukah Club account and have an even 

merrier holiday next year.” Rosler capitalized on this curious juxtaposition within the 

photograph to include a sign urging consumers to look for the next opportunity to 

consume. The temporary joy that is promised in the future is connected to buying goods 

that will bring happiness or a merry holiday season. But irony resides in the empty bottle 

on the ground that was also a promise of momentary enjoyment for the person who 

consumed it in the recent past. Moreover, these objects not only remark on the propulsion 

to consume, but also the indication of privilege between the lower and middle/upper 

social classes the difference being the temporary gain for the homeless alcoholic opposed 

to the middle and upper class consumer who has the privilege to plan for happiness that 

                                                      
21Sekula, “Dismantling Modernism,” 867. 
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monetary wealth brings in the future. Although alcoholism is an addiction that affects all 

classes, the issue of forgotten homeless alcoholics, particularly within the Bowery 

neighborhood, what Rosler draws out in the use of text and image in the Bowery series. 

She shows how while people in other social classes are preparing for or celebrating the 

holidays with others, alcohol may be one of the only respites available for the lonely 

homeless of the Bowery. 

 In the organization of The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems, 

Rosler uses both images and texts by placing the photographs of the barren; trash filled 

street corners next to text that lists negative terms to describe alcoholics. One example of 

text included in Rosler’s series reads, “comatose, unconscious, passed out, knocked out, 

laid out, out of the picture, out like a light” (fig. 6). Ironically, the inebriated person who 

she is describing to be inebriated with her elaborate list of words is not pictured in the 

adjacent photograph. Instead, only an upright bottle is present, indicating that a human 

hand left it. Rosler intentionally insinuates that the invisibility of the homeless in the 

skid-row section of the Bowery neighborhood in Manhattan in the 1970’s as literally “out 

of the picture.” Moreover, Rosler intentionally determines not to include subjects in her 

series that discuss the problem of alcoholism and homeless to show that in urban 

environments, such as Manhattan the homeless often lose their individual identities and 

fade into the background and become anonymous details of the urban landscape. 

Documenting Urban Poverty: A Look at Homelessness in the Bowery Region 
through the Work of Jacob Riis and Martha Rosler 

 
 To further understand Rosler’s approach to documentary photography in the post-

world war II period, I juxtapose her work to an earlier example of documentary 

photography in the same neighborhood that was taken in the first half of the 20th century. 
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Jacob Riis also photographed the Bowery neighborhood earlier in the 20th century. Riis’ 

series, How the Other Half Lives, was included in a book of the same title that looked at 

the poor living conditions of immigrants residing specifically on Mulberry Street or “The 

Bend” in the heart of the lower East Side slum district.22 The squalor of this tenement-

housing district of lower Manhattan are exposed in Riis’ photographs, in the hopes of 

educating the literate upper class and broadening their understanding of varying social 

conditions in the city in which they lived. Riis’s series, like Rosler’s In the Bowery in 

Two Adequate Systems, draws attention to the drunkenness and homelessness found in 

urban environments. Images like Bottle Alley, Mulberry Bend, 1895 (fig. 9) and The 

Tramp (in a Mulberry Street Yard), 1890 (fig. 10) highlight the conditions of lower class 

neighborhoods with jerry-rigged homes and streets filled with empty liquor bottles and 

piles of trash. The Tramp (in a Mulberry Street Yard) even labels the man in the image 

with a derogatory name associated with the homeless, it even to some of the words in 

Rosler’s text accompanying her Bowery images. He is found next to trash on the floor in 

front of a boarded up house in which the shingles are falling off, indicative of the 

neighborhood’s forgotten and sorry state. 

            Riis describes The Tramp (in Mulberry Street Yard) from a somewhat empirical 

perspective through his observation of the nightly habits of these “tramps.” In the worst 

part of the tenements he found rooms occupied with what calls “sitters” or homeless men. 

Riis writes, “Like a foul loadstone, the Bend attracts and brings them back, no matter 

                                                      

 
22

 Jacob Riis, How the Other Half Lives (New York: Dover Press, 1971), This text was originally 
published by Riis in 1901. Riis was one of the earliest journalists and photographers who fought for social 
reform. The critique of Riis’ work by Rosler is included in the text to observe the aesthetic and 
compositional changes of social-documentary photography from the early 20th century to the latter half. 
Riis is also included in the comparison with Rosler because he is often referenced by her on several 
accounts particularly in his writing and photographs from the The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive 
Systems 
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how far they have wandered. For next to idleness the tramp loves rum; next to rum stale 

beer, its equivalent of the gutter. And the first and last go best together.”23 Although Riis 

documents the poverty and  

homelessness in the Bowery neighborhood, he also emphasizes his moral judgment in 

describing the “idleness” or laziness of the lives of the poor in his photographs. Ironically 

Riis himself was an immigrant to the U.S. and after he moved out of the Bowery, where 

he first lived, he spent many nights returning to document the poor living conditions that 

continued to persist. As immigration continued, he witnessed and documented the 

Bowery’s continual problems. Terms like “idleness” in Riis’ text express the subject’s 

inability to rise socially. This may be caused by Riis’ personal and professional rise from 

poverty. Rosler critiques Riis’s aesthetic approach to the interpretation of social issues 

such as poverty and homelessness specifically in the Bowery neighborhood. 

             Rosler analyzes Riis’s series taken from the book, How the Other Half Lives, 

particularly for his usage of educational images that do not necessarily bring change to 

the systems that create problems like poverty and homeless. Rosler urges that the 

sentiment of progressive documentary photographers in the early 20th century such as 

Riis and Hine is one of charity rather than revolution. She explores in her article, “In, 

Around, and Afterthoughts (On Documentary Photography), “…the meliorism of Riis, 

Lewis Hine, and others involved in social-work propagandizing argued, through the 

presentation of images combined with other forms of discourse, for the rectification of 

wrongs. It did not perceive those wrongs as fundamental to the social system that 

                                                      
23 Ibid., 64. 
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tolerated them.”24 For Rosler, social documentary photography is about starting a 

discourse involving social issues that goes beyond the isolated example in the 

photograph. 

            Both Rosler and Riis are interested in exposing injustice in the Bowery 

neighborhood, but Rosler, who worked in the post-world war II period, acted with a 

retrospective understanding of industrialism and consumerism. In the example of Get a 

Full 5%, she focuses on the oddity of an advertisement placed within a neighborhood 

known for poverty and homelessness and questions whether the propulsion and 

consumption of capitalist goods benefits all social spheres and classes equally (fig. 4). 

Rosler decides not to dictate whether homeless drunks in the Bowery are a result of one’s 

individual character or not, but instead concentrates on the overarching issues of pre-

conceived stereotypes. Rosler also connects her images of the homeless in the Bowery to 

the lack of resources available for the poor and the promises of abundant goods of a 

capitalist economy. Rosler is interested in creating dialogue with the viewer about social 

issues but not necessarily giving them the answers to the problems she presents, such as 

in her photographs of the homeless in the Bowery neighborhood. The viewer, she trusts, 

will find his or her own conclusion as to why poverty, alcoholism, and homelessness 

exist in a modern industrial society. By drawing attention to the stereotypes surrounding 

homelessness and poverty she questions why terms such as “drunk” or “tramp” are 

proscribed rather than creating an emotional response of pity or judgment from the 

viewer. Reinterpreting the trends of socio-political photography, Rosler indicts the social 

                                                      

 
24 Martha Rosler, “In, Around, and Afterthoughts (On Documentary Photography),” in Decoys and 

Disruptions: Selected Writings, 1975-2001 (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2004), 177. 
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realist approach to photography implemented in the early 20th century as being more 

about observing social injustice than initiating social change.   

 Rosler and Sekula, like early practitioners of socio-documentary photography 

such as Hine and Riis, are interested in socio-political issues. But their work is 

differentiated from earlier models in that they work in a period when images of 

impoverished living and working conditions are a part of the modern consciousness. I 

return to Walter Benjamin’s quote in which he points out that in the first half of the 20th 

century the camera lens created a mindfulness of the small details in the world around us. 

Philosopher Susan Sontag also wrote on the awareness that photographic images create in 

regards to the post-war period. Sontag states that, “Photography makes us feel that the 

world is more available than it really is. Needing reality confirmed and an experience 

enhanced by photographs is an aesthetic consumerism to which everyone is now 

addicted.”25 Rosler and Sekula also seek to employ this everyday consumption of images 

and the acute sensory ability that photographic vision is able to achieve in order to 

highlight injustices in society. 

                                                      

 
25

 Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Picador, 1973), 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SOLIDIFYING THE LINES BETWEEN THE REAL AND THE IMAGINARY, A 
CRITIQUE OF POSTMODERN DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY IN SEKULA’S 
SKETCH ON A GEOGRAPHY LESSON AND ROSLER’S IN THE PLACE OF 

THE PUBLIC AIRPORT SERIES 
 

Sekula’s Sketch on a Geography Lesson and Rosler’s In the Place of the Public 

Airport Series, both produced in the beginning of the 1980s, drew upon socio-political 

themes that contradict the postmodern perspective. The 1980s are considered to be the 

first decade termed postmodernism.26 Postmodernism is often defined in architecture and 

the visual arts as a reaction to the trends of modernism.27 In an article entitled “What is 

Post-modernism?” (1982) Postmodern theorist Jean Francois Lyotard affirms that, “A 

postmodern artist or writer is in the position of a philosopher: the text he writes, the work 

he produces are not in principle governed by pre-established rules, and they cannot be 

judged according to a determining judgment, by applying familiar categories to the text 

or to the work. Those rules and categories are what the work of art itself is looking for.”28 

For the postmodern artist, pre-established genres of art such as documentary photography 

are no longer relevant means to communicate. It is also impossible within the postmodern 

perspective to be able to point out real life in order to promote socio-political or 

institutional critique because all art is considered simulacra. In this chapter I examine 

how documentary photography is able to take on socio-political perspective in the 1980s 

                                                      

 
26

 Although the 1980s is considered the decade in the 20th century when there was an emphasis on 
postmodern theory, concepts of post-modernism were also a part of academic discourse in the early 1970s. 
Rosalind Krauss, “A View of Modernism,” in Artforum (Sept. 1972), 48-51. 

27 Michael Clarke and Deborah Clarke, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Art Terms, (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2012), s.v. “Postmodernism.”   
 28Jean Francois Lyotard, “What is Postmodernism?” in Art in Theory: 1900-2000, eds. Charles 
Harrison and Paul Wood (Malden, Ma: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), 1137. 
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through the example of the work of Rosler’s and Sekula’s. Contrary to some 

postmodernist theory, their series did more than merely present problems created by 

modern capitalism in the post-war era, such as the alienation of the worker and individual 

in postmodern society. They also place the audience(s) in a position to interpret the 

images and draw their own conclusion. Postmodern theory can be viewed as a large 

blanket that is quickly dissolving into pieces because no one central thread holds it 

together.  

One way that prominent postmodern theorist Jean Baudrillard discredits the 

ability of art to function as a means for social change is through the idea of the 

“hyperreal.” Baudrillard explains both simulacra and the hyperreal in saying, “But 

certainly for the present age, which prefers the sign to the thing signified, the copy to the 

original, fancy to reality, the appearance to the essence… illusion only is sacred, truth 

profane.”29 To expand on Baudrillard’s theories, William Bogard’s article entitled 

“Closing Down the Social: Baudrillard’s Challenge to Contemporary Sociology,” 

analyzes Baudrillard’s theory in relation to the potential for artistic production to affect 

social change.30 The two types of simulation that Bogard dissects in Baudrillard’s 

theories of simulacra and the hyperreal are: 1.) that there is not a basis of reality in which 

to distinguish what is real and what is false, and 2.) in the second type the reality 

principle itself appears as simulation or what is known as hyperreal.31 For Bogard the 

“serial” image or the multiple of an image without an original print is exactly what is 

                                                      
29 Steven Best, “The Commodification of Reality and the Reality of Commodification: 

Baudrillard, Debord and Postmodern Theory,” in Baudrillard: A Critical Reader, ed. Douglas Kellner 
(Cambridge, Ma: Blackwell Publishers, 1994), 42. 

30 William Bogard, “Closing Down the Social: Baudrillard’s Challenge to Contemporary 
Sociology,” in Sociological Theory, vol. 8, no. 1, (Spring, 1990), 3. 

31 Ibid. 
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abstracted from the work of postmodernists who focus on theories such as simulacra and 

the hyperreal.32 

Like Bogard, October theorists such as Hal Foster, Rosalind Krauss, Yve-Alain 

Bois and Benjamin Buchloh also embrace a differing perspective from Baudrillard, 

proposing that art is a plausible tool for social critique. In their text Art Since 1900: 

Modernism, Anti-Modernism, and Postmodernism, Rosler’s and Sekula’s work is 

included in a chapter with the work of postmodern artist Richard Prince. The text states, 

“For photographers like Prince that embrace a postmodern perspective composing a 

series of photographs is not about understanding the reality of the context of the images 

but it is about representing the numerous interpretations of one work or art or the 

pluralism of the new postmodern framework.”33 On the contrary the work of 

documentary photographers, such as Rosler and Sekula, call attention not to many 

perspectives or interpretations of their photographs but one very specific intention. In this 

chapter, a visual analysis of Rosler’s In the Place of a Public Airport Series and Sekula’s 

Sketch on a Geography Lesson is considered in light of the contemporary discussion on 

the state of the subject within social documentary photography and through the socio-

political context of their photographic series. 

Sekula’s Work within the Postmodern Age: Focus on Sketch on a Geography Lesson 
 

One way in which Sekula approaches figural representation within his 

compositions is by removing the emphasis on the subjects and focuses more on the 

details of the environments. The photographs used in Sketch on a Geography Lesson are 
                                                      

32
 Ibid. 

33Hal Foster, Rosalind Krauss, Yves-Alain Bois, Benjamin H.D. Buchloh, Art Since 1900: 
Modernism, Anti-modernism, and Post-modernism (New York: Thames and Hudson, 2004), 586 
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arranged in two parts: one focusing on the rural German town of Hesse during the period 

of détente in the Cold War, the second featuring stills of an interactive television war 

game show from a cable station in Ohio in the early 1980’s.  In the series Sketch on a 

Geography Lesson, 1982-83 (fig. 11), there is an image, The Forbidden Sign that 

specifically draws attention to war as viewed from both from the German and American 

perspective. In the image of a snow-covered forest in Hesse, Germany, there is a sign in 

the foreground that reads in English “US Army: Keep Out and in German U.S. Armee: 

Zutritt Verboten.” The photograph not only indicates the prohibited landscape of the 

photograph but also the distance between the viewer and the invisible cold war. Sekula 

intentionally chose not to include demolished buildings or mangled corpses to indicate 

the potential imminent threat of the silent destruction that was unique to Cold War. In 

photographing a serene forest that invites the viewer to gaze at peacefully Sekula brings 

to the viewer’s mind that the scene is actually off limits. In Sketch on a Geography 

Lesson Sekula composes a series that invites the viewer to consider the artist’s socio-

political perspective and moreover how his perspective relates to the realistic context of 

war in Germany in the both past and present.  

Although most of the images in Sekula’s Sketch on a Geography Lesson are 

without human subjects placed as the central focus, one image in particular addresses the 

viewer through the appearance of a figure. In this photograph, which is also taken in a 

rural winter field a curious woman looks directly at the camera while displaying a 

photograph in her hands to the viewer (fig. 12). She stands next to a sign of a diagram of 

the border between East and West Germany, warning visitors to the area not to cross. The 

photograph within the photograph is of farm workers in the Hesse region. In this series 
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Sekula poses the question: “Whose land is this, whose landscape, whose terrain?”34 He 

describes the area of Hesse in the post-war era as consisting of a mix of American 

soldiers, Germans on holiday at a nearby ski resort, and working class farmers. By using 

center point perspective in this photograph, Sekula leads the viewer to the photograph 

that the anonymous woman is holding, and draws the viewer’s attention to the invisible 

working class in the region of Hesse. In the text accompanying Sketch on a Geography 

Lesson, which was included in the Art and Ideology exhibition catalog, he explains that 

rural German regions like Hesse did not flourish during the rapid economic post-world 

war II recovery that occurred in urban areas in Germany. Moreover, Sekula employs a 

socio-political perspective in this image by emphasizing the importance of the working 

class to the viewer through a tangible example of a specific rural region in Germany.                                                                                                                             

  Although Sekula inadvertently cites pastoral Hesse in the post-world war II 

recovery period through the small photograph the woman holds, there are other images in 

the series that could be considered more a direct reference to the sweat and blood of the 

working class. Sekula features two images taken of a slaughterhouse outside of Hesse. In 

one image he decides not to focus on workers and instead shows the red tractor tracks in 

the snow behind the slaughterhouse (fig. 13). Recalling elements in Rosler’s Bowery 

series, trails of blood on the snow covered driveway lead to a skinned carcass hanging 

from a tractor. In another image taken from the unnamed slaughterhouse, two men kneel 

in the background and hold a bowl under the neck of a dead calf to collect the blood, 

while remnants of the élan vital of the calf trickles into the foreground as if inviting the 

                                                      

  
34 Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, Donald Kuspit, Lucy Lippard, Nilda Peraza, and Lowery Sims, Art 

and Ideology, Published in conjunction with the exhibition “Art and Ideology” shown at the New Museum, 
New York (New York: New Museum, 1984), 19.  
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viewer into the scene (fig. 14). These images of blood and death placed next to 

photographs like the Woman Holding a Photograph are intended to draw the viewers’ 

attention to the lives of rural working class slaughterhouse employees and farmers in 

Hesse (fig. 12). Sketch on a Geography Lesson may also build an association between 

war and images of carnage and images of war that are placed in the same series such as 

the Forbidden Sign photograph. When analyzed in the context of post-world war II 

Germany, this image elicits war without showing traditional images of violence and 

militarism. Ironically, he does show the brutal slaughter of animals to remind the viewer 

not only of the difficult tasks of labor on the working class but also of death caused by 

war in the past. 

Sekula contextualizes his images of present day Hesse to the past through a 

specific association with deaths caused by the violence of World War II in Germany. In 

Sketch on a Geography Lesson, there are three photographs of bleak wintry scenes with 

no subjects that focus on gravestones (figs. 15, 16, 17).  The largest example within the 

series of gravestone-like sculpture is a monument to unknown graves from the battles that 

occurred near Hesse during World War II. The monument is placed in a snow-covered 

landscape that appears cold and desolate with only a few blurry trees in the background. 

Sekula uses a sharp focus that highlights the rocky terrain in the center of the image. 

Sekula changes the perspective of this image so that the viewer is looking at the 

monument from the side rather than from the front. Snowy rural winter scenes are also in 

other images in this series such as the Forbidden Sign, Slaughter House images, and the 

Woman Holding the Photograph. The angle of the shot and the snow covering the 

monument make it hard to determine what specific memorial the crucifix represents. 
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Sekula describes this image in Art and Ideology as a depiction of Christ on the cross with 

Mary Magdalene and Mary the Mother of Christ weeping on the ground beside him as he 

suffers in agony in the last hours of his life.35 A grave monument is a universal symbol 

for death and suffering. Furthermore the inclusion of images of grave monuments 

specifically symbolizing war and death in the past is one way that Sekula can focus on 

the politics of war in the present. By intentionally choosing not to appropriate images 

taken during or after battles in Germany during WWII Sekula challenges the viewer to 

consider the cause of war through a visual dialogue within the political implications of 

war rather than through images of human carnage. 

The second section of the photographs used in Sketch on a Geography Lesson 

features stills from an untitled interactive television war game show from a cable station 

in Ohio in the early 1980’s.36 Sekula includes two images from this game show in the 

series, one of which presents three people standing next to a map with words on the 

screen that read, “touch now” (figs. 18, 19). The second image is a close-up of a map 

with a hand pointing to a specific region. The television programmers solicited audience 

participation by allowing contestants to virtually choose methods of combat while 

watching the program in the comfort of their own living rooms. The weapons chosen by 

the contestants were then placed on a map defined as a fictitious place—which actually 

was a map of Hesse. By including the photograph in Sketch on a Geography Lesson, 

                                                      
35 Buchloh et. al., 20. 

36
 In the Art and Ideology catalog Sekula describes how he came across this TV show, that he 

leaves unnamed, while working in Columbus, Ohio at Ohio State University. Sekula also explains that the 
TV. Show never officially aired on national television but it only tested on a local television station in 
Columbus. Allan Sekula, ”Sketch on a Geography Lesson,” in Art and Ideology, Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, 
Donald Kuspit, Lucy Lippard, Nilda Peraza, and Lowery Sims eds.,  Published in conjunction with the 
exhibition “Art and Ideology” shown at the New Museum, New York (New York: New Museum, 1984), 
33. 
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along with photographs of the real town of Hesse, Sekula presents a disconnect between 

the viewers of the television program and the actual Hesse region. In this photograph, 

Sekula highlights the irony of the real and imaginary war as it is described to the masses 

through television rather than depicting the gore of its destruction in the present tense.  In 

doing so, he shows how the television program reaches the public rather than in a 

conventional exhibit. 

The need for escapism into imaginary situations and settings in the postmodern 

world is viewed in Sketch on a Geography Lesson through Sekula’s allusion to the 

aftermath of World War II and the Cold War. Sekula highlights a speech given by Ronald 

Reagan in January of 1980 in text accompanying Sketch on a Geography Lesson. When 

Reagan began his presidency, there  were heightened Cold War tensions. Reagan’s 

conservative economic politics, often referred to as Reaganomics, not only emphasized 

the benefits of capitalism to the American economy, but also encouraged spending on 

cautionary defense measures that weapons of mass destruction and supported nuclear 

war. Reagan promoted his agenda of conservative capitalism with comments like, “We 

(U.S.) have a different regard for human life than those monsters (communists) do.”37 It 

is important to understand the socio-political context of Sketch on a Geography Lesson 

and to note that it was made in the beginning of Reagan’s extremely conservative 

presidency as a form of commentary surrounding the increasing threats of Cold War 

politics. Although Sekula does not specifically address the Cold War, he constructs a 

series of images that are literally cold icy landscapes. Other details of the images like 

Forbidden Sign indicate the presence of an army directly in that Sekula to emphasizes 

                                                      

 37 Buchloh et. al., 17. 
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socio-political issues to effect dialogue with the viewer surrounding the current state of 

American politics in the decade of the 1980s. 

 Sekula’s work was included in the Art and Ideology exhibition held in 1983 at 

the New Museum alongside works by other artists who were considered politically 

subversive at the time. The works in this exhibit examined political, gender and sexual 

issues that contrasted with the Reagan era conservative agenda. Lucy Lippard, one of four 

curators of the exhibition, remarks in the exhibition catalog, “It is understood by now that 

all art is ideological and all art is used politically by the right or the left, with the 

conscious and unconscious assent of the artist. There is no neutral zone. Artists who 

remain stubbornly uninformed about the social and emotional effects of their images and 

their connections to other images outside the art context are most easily manipulated by 

the prevailing systems of distribution, interpretation, and marketing."38 For Lippard and 

the other curators of the Art and Ideology exhibition, Sekula’s work was part of the 

category of artists who made a conscious decision to incorporate specific socio-political 

contexts. Moreover, displaying Sketch on a Geography Lesson in an exhibition linking art 

and politics further encourages viewers to interpret Sekula’s series through the lens of 

socio-political criticism. Sekula’s series highlights the socio-political agenda by 

extending the dialogue beyond the image and into real life, possibly provoking viewers to 

explore social issues, such as the politics of war, long after the details of the photographs 

are forgotten. Not only does Sekula connect socio-political topics in his series Sketch on a 

Geography Lesson, but he also differentiates his work from a trend in photography that 

emerged during the early 1980s that manipulates and re-appropriates images to convey a 

socio-political message. 
                                                      

38 Ibid. 
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Richard Prince is considered a postmodern photographer whose work explores 

fashion images and advertising for their value within post-war pop culture. He work is 

described in Art Since 1900: Modernism, Anti-modernism, and Postmodernism: “Like 

other postmodernist artists who use photography, Prince works in series, for only a serial 

structure can deliver the play of repletion and difference than interests him.”39 For 

example, Richard Prince’s Untitled (War) is composed of nine images placed on a white 

canvas that are all abstract snapshots of landscapes with text written on the image in 

small print. One photograph in this series of images is a black and white contrast shot of a 

blank sky with an obstructed view of a palm tree in the bottom left-hand corner (fig. 20). 

The text on this photograph reads, “Battle-weary troops wait for the helicopter to 

evacuate their fallen comrade from the jungle.” Although this phrase describes war, 

Prince chooses not to wed the work to a concrete recognizable battle or event in history. 

In contrast to other artists who address specifically outlined political themes, Prince 

intentionally neglects to direct the audience toward more precise correlations to real life. 

A few of the images in the series are completely white and others show branches of trees 

or black terrain as viewed through a blurry focused camera lens. In contrast, Sekula’s 

scenes that focus on people and places that he describes in essays that accompany the 

images. Postmodern photographers like Prince offer political commentary through 

appropriation, or the taking of several images from unknown sources and combining 

them into a single image. Although political commentary is possible in postmodernism 

the use of appropriation masks the real issue or real context of a specific situation 

arguably making it more difficult for the image to affect change. Prince uses 

appropriation by composing a series that does not name an actual context but he draws 
                                                      

39Foster et. al., 586. 
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from images that others have already photographed. For the viewer, there is little or no 

actual linking between this image and setting, context or subjects and war itself. Prince’s 

Untitled (War) photographs stand independently, meaning each of the nine images are not 

connected by time or setting or paired with a descriptive essay. Sekula’s images connect 

real-life settings and social issues without masquerading under the veil of appropriation. 

By doing so, he adapts socio-political documentary photography to the present decade.  

Rosler’s Work within the Postmodern Age: Focus on In the Place of the 
Public Airport Series 

 

As I continue to discuss photography in the post-war era, particularly through the 

work of Martha Rosler within the early 1980’s, I will look specifically at her intentional 

decision to focus on real-life settings within in her documentary series. Rosler began 

constructing In The Place of the Public Airport Series in 1979 as a documentation of her 

own travels in airports around the world. She completed this series over the next ten years 

by carrying a pocket color camera on her journeys. For the purpose of contextualizing 

this series, the focus on her work is in the time period of the early 1980s, particularly 

photographs she took during her travels in 1983 and 1984, while Sekula was completing 

Sketch on a Geography Lesson. Rosler describes her interest in documenting the airport 

environment in saying, “It suggests the meeting point of theories of time and space, of 

schedules and layouts.”40 Rosler emphasizes that while the airport environment is a 

public space in which people of various social classes spend hours waiting; it is not a 

place to foster social interaction. Furthermore, Rosler’s series comments on the lack of 

                                                      

 40 Jodi Hauptman, “Public or Virtual? Martha Rosler’s Space Travel,” in Martha Rosler: Positions 
in the Life World, ed. Catherine de Zegher (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1998), 251. 
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social space in this series and propose questions to the viewer surrounding the isolation of 

the post-industrial postmodern world. 

Although Rosler’s In The Place of the Public Airport Series is a personal 

documentation of her geographical explorations for both business and pleasure, her 

images hardly read as vacation snapshots (figs. 21, 22, 23, 24). Rather, they appear to be 

a somewhat superficial series of decorative shots; their grouping within a series as a 

whole and the supplemental text, however, changes our understanding of them. In a 

photograph entitled Red Waiting Room Rosler emphasizes the infectious red glow that 

exudes from the room (fig. 21). The room consists of a few chairs, carts, mirrors, lights, 

and poles, all of which are tinted by red. This airport waiting room is devoid of people 

and appears to be an almost nauseating and unwelcoming place to wait for one’s next 

flight. This makes it an interesting representation of public space without the inclusion of 

the actual public. Rosler describes her intent in images like Red Waiting Room as 

commentary on the loss of public space in the post-industrial world.41 The empty, sterile, 

and almost frightening red waiting room, accentuated by the red filter lens, evokes 

modern isolation due to a loss of social space that Rosler uses to comment on the state of 

public environments within the postmodern world. 

Another photograph included in The Place of the Public Airport Series focuses on 

the unnatural and discomforting environment of a desolate airport corridor taken at the 

famous O’Hare Light Tunnel in the Chicago O’ Hare International Airport. Rosler 

captures a man at the far end of a corridor who appears to be surrounded by an ethereal 

glow (fig. 22). As he walks through the tunnel he is ushered onto a moving conveyor belt, 

which quickly carries him from one point to the next. She emphasizes how the utilitarian 
                                                      

41 Ibid., 252. 
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materials of steel, plastic, and fluorescent lights aesthetically welcome tourists into this 

new territory. Rosler also points out the scale of the man versus the environment through 

a wide-screen perspective as the looming fluorescent lights within tunnel tower over his 

small form. By intentionally accenting the use of environment Rosler shows that the man 

in the O’Hare Light Tunnel is placed in an un-natural setting that is manufactured to 

appear welcoming without the need for real human interaction. Although there is a often 

a difference between the depiction of space and how one might experience it, Rosler uses 

her airport series as a model to encourage critical discourse surrounding how public 

spaces within the post-industrial world are often meant to entertain people collectively 

without necessarily encouraging social interaction. 

 Another way that Rosler emphasizes the placeless emptiness of airports and the 

lack of designated space for social interaction in the postmodern world is by pairing 

images with text from advertisements in a similar manner to the pairs presented in her 

Bowery series. One photograph features and advertisement that reads, “Maybe there is a 

substitute for experience,” placed above an image of a newspaper is pictured with a 

phone number to call if you would like to subscribe to the Wall Street Journal (fig. 23).42 

Rosler prefers not to include any subjects in this image but rather focuses on a stark 

contrast of lighting between the glowing fluorescent sign and the dark corners of the 

airport. The advertisement for the Wall Street Journal and the slogan suggests that 

reading about the world may be a better option than experiencing it. Rosler constructs a 

composition that focuses on the sign. In this close up perspective on an advertisement 

                                                      
42 Rosler’s decision to specifically photograph an advertisement for a conservative newspaper that 

targets the business class  should be considered in light of the discussion surrounding her critique of the 
loss of public space and also in connection to her critique of capitalism. J. Owen Cherrington and David J. 
Cherrington, ”A Menu of Moral Issues: One Week in the Life of the Wall Street Journal,” in Journal of 
Business Ethics, vol. 11, no 4. (April 1992), 255. 
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Rosler may intend to pose this question for the viewer and encourage him or her to 

consider experience and alienation within public space in the modern world through the 

reference to a object familiar to their lives as a symbol of American capitalism.  By using 

advertisements directed towards consumers that appear larger than the people in the 

image, Rosler questions the loss of public space and increase of consumerism as a 

substitute for genuine social experiences in the post-world war II era into the postmodern 

world. 

 In another image in the series that also features a Wall Street Journal 

advertisement the sign reads, “Success is a daily issue” (fig. 24). Rosler places both of 

these advertisements as a dominant feature of the composition. This photograph, in 

comparison to “Maybe there is a Substitute for Experience,” includes people, but they are 

intentionally placed off to the side and are much smaller in scale to the glowing 

advertisement. One of the two men that Rosler includes in the composition is placed in 

the far left corner and wears a dress shirt and red tie, captured in a moment when he is 

standing and drinking a cup of coffee. The other man in the image wears a suit and walks 

pass the advertisement with his back turned to the camera, unaware that he is being 

photographed.  Newspaper vending machines placed in the foreground of the image 

appear as symbolic barricades between the viewer and the men placed behind them that 

moreover act as an example of other barriers for social interaction within postmodern 

public spaces. 

Moreover Rosler remarks not only on the loss of public space but she also is 

focusing on ideas of success and the daily pressures to achieve monetary gain in 

American culture. By including photographs in the series of men that are presumed to be 
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businessmen dressed in business attire, Rosler connects the images to business through 

the Wall Street Journal advertisement and the newspapers placed in the foreground. In 

focusing on the drive for success in the postmodern world, she also intentionally includes 

subjects, in this particular photograph it is two businessmen that are facing in entirely 

different directions implying the disconnect and competition associated with capitalism. 

She also connects this image to labor in that the advertisement features a drawing of a 

stock market chart with the word labor in the image of the newspaper page featured on 

the advertisement.  

Rosler focuses on establishing dialogue on consumerist culture in her work 

through her inclusion of contemporary advertisements. Through images of real-life places 

in which these advertisements are situated, Rosler goes against postmodern photography 

deriving from a framework that is attentive to the conceptual component of art and socio-

political critique. As mentioned in comparison to Sekula’s series, Richard Prince also 

employs serial photographic projects. Not unlike Rosler, Prince comments on 

consumerist culture in the postmodern area through referral to familiar products such as 

cigarettes and designer watches.  In one particular series, the Cowboys, and made 

between 1980 and 1992, Prince re-photographed advertisements for Marlboro cigarettes, 

which were later used for brands like Polo Ralph Lauren. In one example from the series 

Untitled Cowboy, 1986 Prince adopts a close-up, slightly blurry focus instead of a clear 

example of straight photography like Rosler utilizes to discuss the relationship betweens 

advertisements and consumerist culture (fig. 25). This image depicts the face of a young 

cowboy sipping a cup of coffee. Only his face and the large brimmed cowboy hat are 

shown in the close-up shot. Not only is the identity of this Cowboy hidden but also the 
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advertisement from which it is taken is not directly indicated for the viewer’s knowledge. 

Rosler’s documentation of the environment in which the advertisement is placed is one 

important element that differentiates her work from a postmodern agenda. More 

importantly Rosler’s posits real-life environments to promote critical dialogue 

differentiates her work from the postmodern agenda that is focused on the brokenness of 

the postmodern world rather than looking for ways it can be changed.  

In addition to the use of text in her images she alludes to consumerism and the 

drive to success in the postmodern world, Rosler also contextualizes the composition in 

various countries and cities to establish a broader depiction of the postmodern airport. 

Jodi Hauptman, who is a contributor to a text on Martha Rosler’s work entitled Martha 

Rosler, Positions in the life World, writes in her chapter “Public or Virtual? Martha 

Rosler’s Space Travel” that the artists derived inspiration from cinema in a similar 

manner to Sekula and that they both are interested in extending the cinematic portrait of 

multiple frames into documentary photography. Hauptman cites the French New Wave 

film by Jacques Tati, “Playtime.” In “Playtime,” Tati presents post-industrial Paris, and 

the viewer is welcomed into the city through the noise and clatter of the airport rather 

than the enchanting, romantic glow of the city of lights.43 Hauptman comments that 

Rosler makes a connection similar to Tati’s description of airports. Rosler says that 

airports are “a place emptied of content and experience,” and therefore represents other 

public spaces in contemporary, post-industrialized society.44  This work is important to 

Rosler’s composition in that she is a documentary photographer working in the 1980s 

                                                      

 
43

 Another important element in “Playtime” is the use of reflections or the mirror affect that he 
creates in his depiction of a modern interpreation of a public space such as the airport but also the 
disconnect between content in experience within the modern world during the post-world war II era. Pers 
comm., Gerald Silk, April 23, 2012. 

 44 Hauptman, 251.  
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who includes actual real-life settings such as the O’Hare Light Tunnel to discuss the state 

of alienation and isolation of the postmodern world. By representing the context and the 

people placed in these airport environments, Rosler carries on the tradition of socio-

political documentary photography that began in series like the Bowery. Furthermore, her 

work connects the post-war era to the postmodern diverging from production within the 

1980s. 

Leading postmodernist theorist Giles Deleuze describes the relationship between 

the postmodern viewer and simulacrum, commenting: “The spectator is made part of the 

simulacrum, which is transformed and distorted according to this point of view.”45 What 

Deleuze is noting is an understanding that became a part of postmodern art that assumed 

that the viewer is unable to understand the perspective of the artist. On the contrary, both 

Rosler’s and Sekula’s work seeks to highlight similarities between the image and the 

actual socio-political issues in order to unify the fragmented postmodern vantage point. In 

continuing a pre-war tradition of documentary photography that draws upon realistic 

contexts, they apply a socio-political perspective in the beginning of the postmodern age 

that is able to be carried into photography as in the work of Edward Burtynsky and 

Andreas Gursky, which will be discussed later. 

Critically Evaluating Geographic Space: Drawing Connections Between the Socio-
political Perspective in Sekula’s Sketch on a Geography Lesson and Rosler’s In the 

Place of the Public Airport Series 
 

Although Sekula’s Sketch on a Geography Lesson and Rosler’s In the Place of the 

Public Airport Series are very different series, they both include an image of a map. As 

discussed in chapters one, both Rosler and Sekula employ aesthetic approaches that often 

                                                      

 
45 Giles Deleuze, The Logic of Sense, trans. Mark Lester (New York: Columbia University Press, 

1990), 25. 
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show a distanced perspective with objects rather than subjects placed within intimate 

portraits. In these two particular map images both Rosler and Sekula put people in their 

images who are interacting with the maps in front of them (figs. 26, 27).  The landscapes 

and interior shots of airports that are featured in both Sekula’s and Rosler’s series are 

images that are meant to represent a global perspective. In both Sketch on a Geography 

Lesson and In The Place of the Public Airport Series, Sekula and Rosler position the 

viewer in such a way that it encourages the viewer to consider the global connections 

they are making in these series. Through using series as opposed to a single object, Rosler 

and Sekula explore the socio-political context(s) of the people and places they document.  

Rosler’s and Sekula’s work, specifically their map images depicting the entire world, 

directs the viewer to consider specific world issues such as the lost of public space, and 

consider their own personal experiences with these social environments such as the 

airport. 

 Sekula’s Sketch on a Geography Lesson alludes to both Cold War Hesse in East  

Germany before the fall of the Berlin wall and to an American interactive television war 

game show in the 1980s. In the section of the series that presents the television war game 

show, one particular image of a map is framed in a close-up perspective, which breaks 

from Sekula’s pattern of using distanced perspectives throughout the series. The hand of 

a man pointing to the map is the only part of his body that is visible. The distinctive 

finger points to a place on the map, which happens to be Hesse, Germany. The 

contestants on the unnamed war game show are told that the map represents a fictitious 

place, when in reality it actually represents the town of Kula, in the region of Hesse. This 

and the others of the unnamed game show are the only black and white images included 
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in the series. The use of a television still makes the picture blurry so that what stands out 

is the pointing hand. The large hand appears as if it could cover the map over which it is 

hovers. In a similar manner to the board game Risk, this is a game created for children 

and involves extensive strategic planning on a world map for a fictitious war. The hand is 

pointing to small markers on the map that denote possible battle sites in a calculated plan 

of attack for the purpose of entertaining the contestants as they participate in plotting 

strategies for a pretend war. In this close-up view of the map of Hesse, Sekula breaks 

from his own style of barren cold landscape scenes shot from a distanced wide view 

perspective to show the viewer a close up of the map of Hesse.  Furthermore, not only 

does Sekula connect different geographic regions in the world and the people who live in 

these regions, but he also remarks on modern military history by showing an American 

hand pointing to a map of Germany. Combined with the photographs of rural Hesse, 

Sekula’s Sketch on a Geography Lesson aims to relate war, and the working class, 

through the media of television to pose questions around the socio-political position of 

these subjects. 

Like Sekula’s map photograph in Sketch on a Geography Lesson, Martha Rosler’s 

map image in In the Place of the Public Airport Series also seems ambiguous. The viewer 

is challenged to decipher why she chose this image that breaks with the compositional 

aesthetics she has maintained throughout the series.  In Rosler’s map image, an adult and 

a small child stand in the left bottom corner of the piece and stare directly at the glowing 

world map in front of them. In other images of signs or advertisements, within the series, 

like Success is a Daily Issue, people seem oblivious to large advertisements directed 

towards them as they quickly pass by (fig. 24). Yet in the map image, people are stagnant 
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and focused on the large image of the map in front of them. Rosler continues her eerie 

aesthetic, emphasizing the sterile, hospital-like environment of the airport with the 

pristine looking white tile flooring of the scene at hand. To the right of the map Rosler 

includes a corridor with dark shadows dramatically juxtaposed with glaring fluorescent 

lights similar to images in the series “Maybe there is a substitute for experience” (fig. 23).  

The dramatic lighting highlights the map and places the people in a corner directing the 

viewer’s attention to the glowing world map that fills the background. The people point at 

the map with their backs turned towards the audience as if leading by example and 

encouraging the viewer to consider his or her own location on the map as well. In the 

intentional decision to include human subjects in this image, Rosler connects viewers and 

subjects with world geography. 

Sekula’s and Rosler’s map images share other aesthetic and compositional 

similarities. One of the connections between Sekula’s and Rosler’s map images is that 

they break away from patterns in their series. Their images seldom include people but in 

their map images they include subjects that directly engage with objects in the image that 

both happen to be maps. Although Sekula uses a close up perspective of the hand 

pointing to the map and Rosler’s images takes a more distanced view that allows the map 

to almost fill the entire picture plane, both of these compositional devices command the 

viewer to engage with the maps in the photographs. In a series like Sekula’s Sketch on a 

Geography Lesson that focuses on war and the working class within an international 

context and Rosler’s In the Place of the Public Airport Series that focuses on 

international travel and consumerism, the use of maps is an important visual tool because 

they include the viewer in the conversation. This may encourage the viewer to consider 
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not only his or her own place within an international community but also his or her own 

perspective on global social issues in their series. Moreover, themes connected to 

consumerism that are drawn out in their series, such as the working class and global 

commerce, are ultimately connected to what Both Rosler and Sekula consider the 

function of documentary photography that affects the worker and ultimately diminishes 

the use of public space in the postmodern world. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A LOOK AT THE SOCIO-POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE OF DOCUMENTARY  
PHOTOGRAPHERS WITHIN THE 21 ST CENTURY THROUGH THE WORK OF 

EDWARD BURTYNSKY AND ANDREAS GURSKY 
 

Now that I have established a basis for the stylistic and aesthetic composition of 

Rosler’s and Sekula’s work through their early development of form and two significant 

works within the 1980s, I want to consider how their social and political aims during the 

1980s relate to art today. How has perspective changed in the genre of socio-political 

documentary photography after the emergence of postmodernism? Has the socio-political 

component been diminished in art? Two specific themes examined in Rosler’s and 

Sekula’s work are their use of subjects and utilization of settings that connect the working 

class and post-war consumerism. In continuing to explore their critique of the global 

market economy that promotes corporate initiatives over individual workers, a connection 

exists between the style and composition of Rosler and Sekula with the work of 

contemporary social-documentary photographers. The socio-political critique used in 

both Rosler’s and Sekula’s work throughout series from the early 1980s can be analyzed 

in the work of two contemporary prominent photographers, Edward Burtynsky and 

Andreas Gursky, who focus on the effects of industrialism on both the environment and 

public space within the 21st century. Both the environments that Burtynsky and Gursky 

elected to capture in their work and the manner in which they approach the composition 

of their images will be compared to the work of Sekula and Rosler from the early 1980s. 

This comparison will show how works by contemporary photographers continue long 

established themes of socio-political commentary. 
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Considering the Factory Environment in the Post-Industrial Age:                                              
A Look into the work of Burtynsky and Sekula 

 
 Edward Burtynsky is a Canadian contemporary photographer who is working in 

the post-postmodern age as a socio-political documentary photographer recording people 

and places affected by industrialism in the 21st century. Burtynsky created a documentary 

film in 2007 called Manufactured Landscapes, which developed out of a photographic 

series he composed of images of industrial waste and the conditions of factory working 

environments in China. Burtynsky uses a wide-format field camera to capture images of 

landscapes altered by industry that he develops into high-resolution large dimension 

prints. The opening scene of Manufactured Landscapes, 2004 shows a distanced 

perspective of the 23,000 workers entering the factory as they prepare for their workday. 

One particular example of an image from Manufactured Landscapes shows workers 

inside an unnamed factory (fig. 28). In this image, people appear as if they are not 

human, due to the wide-angle distanced perspective as their pink uniforms blend into the 

background. Although Burtynsky decides to focus on the workers, he intentionally uses 

an aerial perspective that distances himself and the viewers from the workers. Not one of 

the employees faces are shown in the photograph and therefore the viewer is drawn to the 

empty space filling the large room and lines and colors of the composition rather than the 

personality or individual human characteristics of the subjects in the scene. Throughout 

Manufactured Landscapes, Burtynsky relentlessly concentrates on the mundane tasks of 

the individual group of workers. The viewer is made to feel boredom and frustration so 
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that he or she might consider the lives of the individuals working in the photographs. By 

intentionally choosing to photograph the workers from a perspective that captures the 

environment as a whole, Burtynsky shows the viewer how workers in the postmodern 

factory environments in developing countries, such as China, may lose their individual 

identity and autonomy. 

 Like Sekula, Burtynsky documents the lives of working class individuals in the 

post-industrial world. In Sekula’s Sketch on a Geography Lesson, he ties working class 

farmers living in Hesse, Germany to questions surrounding the eminent threats of the 

Cold War. In Sekula’s Slaughter House 2 photograph, he focuses on the blood that 

trickles down toward the viewer rather than the human action in the scene (fig. 14). He 

does this by placing the cow and the people in the background rather than the foreground. 

Sekula shows a profile view of the two men rather than a frontal portrait as if they are 

unaware that he is photographing them at work. Similar to Sekula’s image, the workers in 

Burtynsky’s photograph taken from Manufactured Landscapes, appear as if they are 

unaware of the distant voyeur photographing them while they are busily completing their 

daily assembly line tasks. Although Sekula’s Slaughter House, image is a much more 

intimate portrait of two workers than Burtynsky’s photograph of many Chinese factory 

workers, both images differ from the straight on close-up portrait perspective of Hine’s 

Russian Steel Workers, connected to the origins of social-documentary photography (fig. 

7).  In the Russian Steel Workers, all of the figures are gazing directly at the viewer and 

are therefore aware that they are intentionally posing for a portrait that documents 

themselves as workers but also as workers wedded to a specific cultural identity of their 

Russian heritage. 
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 In looking at three examples of documentary photography of the working class 

from the early 20th century to today it not only presents a social progression of industry 

but also a change in aesthetics and composition from the pre-world war I photographer to 

the post-world war II. Nadia Bozak describes Burtynsky’s approach to documenting the 

factory workers in an article in Film Quarterly called “Manufactured Landscapes.” She 

asserts, “Burtynsky’s uses frames as the starting point, but ultimately determined to do 

what [the images] could not do, which was to follow the narratives that exist in all the 

photographs and be able to focus on the detail that makes up that picture, the detail of 

human lives. Rows of workers laboring in sprawling factories, for example, are 

‘subsumed by the machines’ that dominate Burtynsky’s characteristic long-shot 

photographs. The people in these images are there only to remind us of their 

insignificance.”46 The cinematic effect of a photographic series that Sekula uses to 

comment on socio-political issues surrounding the working class in his series like 

Untitled Slide Sequence and Sketch on a Geography Lesson therefore is carried on in 

Burtynksy through a documentary film. In breaking away from the early use of a portrait 

composition featuring the workers in center point perspective in the example of Hine’s 

Russian Steel Workers, Burtynsky and Sekula create a dialogue with the viewer about the 

rights of post-war factory workers. By intentionally placing the subjects off to the side or 

looking at them from a distanced perspective, the workers are made to look as if they are 

invisible and insignificant. Moreover in creating images of post-war factory environments 

and slaughterhouse workers that seem cold and almost frightening to the viewer, it poses 

questions about the actual reality of these working conditions and therefore functions as a 

tool for social-critique. 
                                                      

46 Nadia Bozak, “Manufactured Landscapes,” Film Quarterly, vol. 62 (2008): 68-71. 
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A Look into Public Space in the Postmodern Age: A Comparison between the Work 
of Rosler and Gursky 

 
 Similar to Burtynsky, contemporary German photographer Andreas Gursky 

documents landscapes of exterior and interior industrial and public spaces with a large 

format style camera. Gursky was trained at the Dusseldorf Academy under Bernd and 

Hilla Becher in the 1980s.47 The Bechers were known for utilizing a compositional 

aesthetic of purely subjective documentary photography that often documents records 

industrial environments from a minimalist approach. This can be seen as such in 

Industrial Facades, 1975-1980; people are not included and each image is shot from the 

same angle and perspective that does not includes little of what surrounds or is behind the 

background of each building façade (fig. 29). When the photographs are placed next to 

each other they are meant to show the similarities between each image despite the fact 

that they are different factory buildings. For example, the two images in the top of the 

composition are different in that the photograph on the left has one main door, and the 

photograph on the right has three doors. On the contrary, the viewer’s eye could possibly 

be drawn to the similar triangular shape of the roofs of the two buildings and clean, 

simplistic style that the Bechers used to capture these industrial environments. Moreover, 

Gursky continues this aesthetic in his compositions of industrial factories and stock 

exchange market places, which incorporate color rather than the black and white images 

in the Becher’s work. Gursky’s style and composition also consider the ways his work 

engages socio-political components in documentary photography within the 21st century. 

 Gursky created several images that document contemporary public environments. 

Gursky’s photograph Dubai Airport, 2008 is one of those images that maintain aesthetic 

                                                      

 47 Peter Galassi, Andreas Gursky, Published in conjunction with the exhibition “Andreas Gursky” 
shown at The Museum of Modern Art, New York (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 2001), 12. 
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similarities to early documentary photography in utilizing a straight perspective (fig. 30). 

In Dubai Airport Gursky captured an empty airport entrance with rows of red dividing 

lines that are intended to create order during the anticipated chaos of crowds of travelers 

arriving. Large poles that stabilize the immense atrium are covered with decorative 

shimmery plastic. In the background of the image, fluorescent lights cast shadows on the 

ground and contrast with the distance glow of the entrance. The precise nature of the 

geometric lines within this environment and the sterile nature of this public airport 

environment create some of the strongest aesthetic elements in the image. Gursky draws 

upon the Belchers’ subjective approach to interpret the lines and colors of the Dubai 

airport by utilizing a wide-angle perspective and carrying on the tradition of straight 

photography that seeks to capture the details of the environment without manipulation or 

re-appropriation. In choosing to capture a recognizable place that continues a connection 

to real life, Gursky deviates from the postmodern style of referencing environments that 

present fiction over reality. 

 Although Gursky utilizes a form of straight photography similar to the teachings 

of the Bechers, his selection of subject matter weds his images to socio-political 

documentary photography. The manner in which Gursky chooses to capture the 

postmodern world in Dubai Airport and other images of airports emphasizes the sterile 

nature of public spaces filled with advertisements and industrial materials. In Gursky’s 

retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art, his work is described by the curator Peter 

Galassi. Galassi articulates, “Summarized in words, Gursky’s image of the contemporary 

is familiar, even banal. ‘Globalization’- our umbrella term for the relentless process that 

has created this well-list world of easy travel, abundant goods, international markets, 
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inescapable brand names, regimented grids and sparkling surfaces, all of it smelling of 

money- is by itself a cliché.” He continues, to assert, “Gursky’s originality lies in the 

vividness with which he has distilled compelling images from the plentitude of this 

commercialized image-world.”48 For Gursky, capturing the mundane reality of everyday 

life in public spaces, without manipulation, is important to convey the reality of the 

context of the environment in the photograph. He chooses to capture natural aesthetic 

qualities of landscapes taken from real-life that carry on the use of Renaissance center-

point perspective. Galassi describes Gursky’s interaction with the viewer, by stating, “It 

makes of the viewer a God-like presence, everywhere and nowhere at once, granting us a 

sense of overarching possession while excluding us from direct participation in the toy 

like realm.”49 What Galassi is describing is that in images like Dubai Airport Gursky that 

invites the viewer into the space to reflect on the images’ realistic qualties. Yet at the 

same time Gursky bars the viewer from the environment through the use of red-dividing 

lines that possibly provoke the viewer to consider think about this real-life connection he 

or she may have to this environment even after viewing the photograph. 

 Gursky’s Dubai Airport shares similar aesthetic and compositional attributes to 

Rosler’s series, In the Place of the Public Airport Series. In Dubai Airport and Red 

Waiting Room, unnatural and foreboding red invades barren public spaces (fig. 21). In 

Rosler’s Red Waiting Room, the red interior literally bleeds into the interior creating an 

anxious environment and unwelcoming public space. Although there is an inherent 

beauty in these forms Gursky’s Dubai Airport, also uses the red lines of section dividers 

to comment on the confinement of waiting with other people in tight spaces that is often 

                                                      

 
48 Galassi, 29. 
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encountered in airport travel. Rosler’s image also includes dividing poles placed in the 

foreground to the far left corner. Although not shown to the extent of Gursky’s in Dubai 

Airport, they still stand as a warning sign to the viewer that he or she is uninvited into the 

space. In Rosler’s exhibition for In the Place of the Public Airport Series, Rolf Lauter 

interprets the title of her work in relation to the current state of public space in the 

postmodern world. He explains, “The absence of people from these images, then, is not 

for aesthetic reasons but to mark their real nonexistence for spaces occupied by their 

transient bodies, moved through as quickly as possible. Spaces that is, have been 

substituted for places. Airport spaces now take, ‘the place of the public.”’50 For Lauter, 

Rosler’s emphasis on the emptiness of the airport environment, which is also a part of 

Gursky’s composition of Dubai Airport, is not only an important element to the aesthetics 

of the composition but also aims to reflect the reality of public space in the postmodern 

world. Furthermore, the anxiety of the atmosphere in Gursky’s and Rosler’s environment 

hauntingly relates the viewer to the image but also to the real-life spaces these images are 

referencing. In presenting empty sterile airport environments, Gursky is questioning 

social interaction in public space in the world today therefore continuing Rosler’s critique 

of the loss of public space in the postmodern period. 

 A study of the differences between images of the working class and the 

arrangement of public space from the beginning of the postmodern period to today aids in 

further understanding Rosler’s and Sekula’s approach that focuses on the socio-political 

conceptual portion of their images connected to real life. By documenting airports and 

factories that can be associated with actual examples taken from life, Burtynsky and 

                                                      

 
50 Rolf Lauter, ed., Martha Rosler: In the Place of the Public Airport Series (Ostfildern, Germany: 

Cantz, 1998), 15. 
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Gursky emphasize the socio-political component over the abstract conceptual indication 

of social issues, and this creates an alternative to the postmodern perspective. 

Furthermore, in looking at the sequential trajectory of how social documentary 

photography has recorded changes in industrialism not only reflects on the state of global 

commerce today compared to the early 20th century but also the changes that have 

occurred in documentary photography.  A common thread connects artists like Rosler and 

Sekula and—how they adapted earlier examples of documentary photography that focus 

on the working class.  Both also and set an example for other photographers to consider 

the aesthetic composition of their work and how it reflects the changing social 

environments of the postmodern work into the 21st century era.  Although the formal 

aesthetics of the work of Rosler and Sekula in the 1980s and the photographic series of 

Burtynsky and Gursky maintain similarities in composition, the connection between these 

photographers primarily exists in their artistic awareness of new problems associated with 

an ever changing, post-industrial world. Post-war social issues such as the loss of public 

space and the changing environment for factory workers are drawn out in these series of 

documentary photographs.  This provokes the viewer to consider the images and how 

Rosler relates them to the loss of social interactions in public spaces and work 

environments. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Contextualizing the work of Rosler and Sekula, not only within the 1980s but also 

in connection to documentary photographers today, shows how earlier sentiments of 

socio-political documentary photography that began in the earlier 20th century with the 

work of Riis and Hine are a part of the genre today. As socio-political documentary 

photographers, Rosler and Sekula ultimately seek to remark on the relationship between 

the working class and mass consumerism. Richard Bolton’s The Contest of Meaning: 

Critical Histories of Photography, includes articles by Rosler and Sekula in a chapter 

entitled “What are the politics of photographic truth?” He describes how he has chosen 

these particular photographers for this chapter because their works comment on how “the 

photograph is not sufficient evidence by itself; an interpretive structure must be 

established and naturalized before a stable and believable meaning can be read into the 

documentary image.” He continues by stating: “the analysis of photographic truth thus 

leads to an analysis of power, and our understanding of documentary photography is 

shown to depend upon our understanding of its social and political aims.”51 For Bolton, 

the use of supplementary texts and the placement of socio-political documentary 

photography in a series are key components to understanding the context of an image. 

Moreover, Rosler’s and Sekula’s socio-political photographic series ultimately 

supplement the critical discourse that is meant to cultivate social change. 

In the Bolton book, Martha Rosler discusses areas that she views socio-political 

documentary photography should explore in her article, “In Around, and Afterthoughts 

on Documentary Photography.” Rosler writes that, “A financially unloved but growing 

                                                      
51 Richard Bolton, ed., introduction to The Contest of Meaning: Critical Histories of Photography, 

(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1989), xvii. 
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body of documentary works committed to the exposure of specific abuses caused by 

people’s jobs, by the financier’s growing hegemony over the cities, by racism, sexism 

and class oppression, works about militancy, about self-organization, or works meant to 

support them. Perhaps a radical documentary can be brought into existence.”52 The socio-

political issues Rosler encourages the viewer to consider are the results of those who 

monopolize the wealth in the American and global economy.  She accomplishes this by 

displaying images of those abused by those wielding economic power.  Because of this, 

her work focuses on the role of socio-political documentary photography that is to bring 

to light injustices in society and to connect pieces of the puzzle in the fight for social and 

financial equality otherwise known as socialism.  

                                                      
52Rosler, 177. 
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APPENDIX 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Untitled Slide Sequence, Allan Sekula, (1972), silver-gelatin print.  “Close up of 
employees.” 
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Figure 2. Untitled Slide Sequence, Allan Sekula, (1972), silver-gelatin print, “Walk don’t run 
distance shot.” 
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Figure 3. Untitled Slide Sequence, Allan Sekula, (1972), silver-gelatin print, “Walk don’t run 
close up shot. 
 

 

 
 
Figure 4. The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems, Martha Rosler, 
 (1974-1975), silver gelatin print, “Get a Full 5 %.” 
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Figure 5. The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems, Martha Rosler, (1974-1975), 
silver-gelatin print, “Yogi Gupta Ad.”  
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Figure 6. The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive Systems, Martha Rosler, (1974-1975), 
silver-gelatin print, “Comatose text.” 
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Figure 7. Russian Steel Workers, Homestead, Pa., Lewis W. Hine, (1908), silver-gelatin print. 
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Figure 8. One of the many young spinners in a Carolina cotton mill, (Spinner Girl), Lewis W. 
Hine, (1908), silver- gelatin print. 
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Figure 9. Bottle Alley Mulberry Bend, X shows where the victim stood when shot, Jacob Riis, 
(1895), negative. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Tramp in Mulberry Street Yard, Jacob Riis (1890), negative. 
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Figure 11. Allan Sekula, Sketch on a Geography Lesson, “Forbidden Sign,” (1982-1983), silver 
gelatin print. 
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Figure 12. Allan Sekula, Sketch on a Geography Lesson, “Woman Holding a Photograph,” (1982-
1983), silver gelatin print. 

 

Figure 13. Allan Sekula, Sketch on a Geography Lesson, “Slaugherhouse Image 1,” (1982-1983), 
silver gelatin print. 
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Figure 14. Allan Sekula, Sketch on a Geography Lesson, “Slaugherhouse Image 2,” (1982-1983), 
silver gelatin print. 

     

Figure 15. Allan Sekula, Sketch on a Geography Lesson, “WWII Memorial,” (1982-1983), silver 
gelatin print. 
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Figure 16. Allan Sekula, Sketch on a Geography Lesson, “Gravestone Image 1,” (1982-1983), 
silver gelatin print. 

 

 

Figure 17. Allan Sekula, Sketch on a Geography Lesson, “Gravestone Image 2,” (1982-1983), 
silver gelatin print. 
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Figure 18. Allan Sekula, Sketch on a Geography Lesson, “War Game Show 1,” (1982-1983), 
silver gelatin print. 
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Figure 19. Allan Sekula, Sketch on a Geography Lesson, “War Game Show 2,” (1982-1983), 
silver gelatin print. 

 

Figure 20-Richard Prince, Untitled (War), 1986, c-print. “Battle-weary troops wait for the 
helicopter to evacuate their fallen comrade from the jungle”  
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Figure 21. Martha Rosler, In the Place of the Public Airport Series,” Red Waiting Room,” (1983-
1984), silver gelatin print. 
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Figure 22. Martha Rosler, In the Place of the Public Airport Series, “O’Hare Light 
Tunnel,”(1983-1984), silver gelatin print. 

 

 

Figure 23. Martha Rosler, In the Place of the Public Airport Series, “Maybe there is a substitute 
for experience,”(1983-1984), silver gelatin print. 
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Figure 24. Martha Rosler, In the Place of the Public Airport Series, “Success is a daily 
issue,”(1983-1984), silver gelatin print. 

 

Figure 25. Richard Prince, Untitled Cowboy, (1986), c-print. 
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Figure 26. Allan Sekula, Sketch on a Geography Lesson, “War Game Show 2,” (1982-1983), 
silver gelatin print. 



 

 

Figure 27. Martha Rosler, In the Place of the Public Airport Series
silver gelatin print. 

 

Figure 28. Edward Burtynsky, 
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In the Place of the Public Airport Series, “Map image,”(1983

Edward Burtynsky, Manufactured Landscapes, 2004, c-print 

 

, “Map image,”(1983-1984), 
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Figure 29. Bernd and Hilla Becher, IndustriaI Facades, (1975-1980), gelatin silver prints 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30. Andreas Gursky, 
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Andreas Gursky, Dubai Airport, (2008), c-print. 


